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Abstract. PiLib is a library written in Scala that implements the con-
currency constructs of the π-calculus. Some features of the programming
language Scala, examined in the paper, make it possible to use almost
the same syntax as in the π-calculus. The advantages of this library with
respect to a simple π-calculus interpreter are that we can transmit any
value along names, we can get control over them using the type system,
and we have access to the full power of Scala in terms of expressiveness
and libraries.
1 Introduction
Support for concurrency is now almost universal in general purpose program-
ming languages. But the supported concepts vary widely from one language to
the next. For example, Concurrent ML [1] is based on an event-based model
for process synchronization. Occam [2] is a programming language based on
CSP [3]. In a similar way, Pict [4] is based on the π-calculus [5, 6]. Facile [7] also
uses π-calculus style channel-based communication. JoCaml [8], Funnel [9], and
Polyphonic C# [10] use synchronization patterns from join calculus [11]. Er-
lang [12] is based on an actor model where processes interpret messages in their
mailboxes by pattern matching. Oz [13] uses logic variables for process commu-
nication. Id [14] and Concurrent Haskell [15] use a form of mutable variables
called M-structures [16].
In contrast, most mainstream languages are based on a shared memory thread
model. Recent popular languages such as Java [17] or the .NET common lan-
guage runtime [18] augment this model with thread synchronization based on
the Monitor concept [19, 20].
In spite of this confusing variety, some trends can be observed. A large body
of theoretical research in concurrency is based on CCS or its successor, the
π-calculus. The same holds for many speciﬁcations of concurrent systems. A
π-calculus speciﬁcation can be an executable program. Nevertheless, most con-
current systems are still implemented with shared-memory threads, which are
synchronized with semaphores or monitors. Such programs are often much harder
to reason about and verify than π-calculus speciﬁcations. But they are also often
more eﬃcient to implement.
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Given this situation, it seems desirable to have a wide spectrum of program-
ming solutions in which one can move easily from a high-level speciﬁcation and
prototype to a (thread-based) low-level implementation. One way to achieve
this is with a programming language that has both low-level and high-level con-
currency constructs. However, such a language would tend to be quite large.
Moreover, in light of the great variety of high-level solutions that have been pro-
posed it seems diﬃcult to pick a concrete high-level syntax with conﬁdence that
it is the “right one”.
A better solution is to express the high-level language as a library abstraction
in terms of the low-level one. Then the high-level language becomes, in eﬀect,
a domain-speciﬁc language where the domain is process coordination. This ap-
proach is similar to the use of skeletons in parallel programming [21, 22].
Being implemented as a library, the high-level language is embedded (or:
hosted) in the low-level language. This has the advantages that no separate
compiler and run-time environment needs to be designed, and that all of the
facilities of the host-language can be used from the high-level language. However,
if the high-level language is to be convenient to use, the host language needs to
have a fair degree of expressiveness.
In this paper, we describe our experience with such an embedding. We have
developed a process coordination language that is closely modeled after the
π-calculus and that is implemented as a library in the host language Scala [23].
Scala is a new functional/object-oriented language that interacts smoothly with
Java and C#. Compared to these environments, Scala has several additional
language features that make it suitable as a host language for domain-speciﬁc
languages. Among others, it supports the following concepts.
– A rich type system, with generics as well as abstract and dependent types.
– Object composition using mixin-style multiple inheritance.
– Named as well as anonymous functions as ﬁrst-class values that can be
nested.
– Pure object orientation, in the sense that every value is conceptually an
object and every operator is a method call.
Scala is designed to operate in a JVM or .NET environment, so it can be regarded
as an extension language for Java or C#. Scala does not have any constructs
dealing with concurrency in the language proper. Instead, it re-uses the con-
currency constructs of the underlying environment. These constructs are almost
the same for Java and .NET – they consist in each case of a class-based thread
model with monitors for synchronization.
The need to deﬁne a high-level process model for Scala came up when we
taught a class on concurrency theory and concurrent programming. We wanted
to be able to have students program concurrent systems that closely follow spec-
iﬁcations in CCS and the π-calculus. At the same time, we wanted to relate
this to Java’s classical thread/monitor model of concurrent programming. Em-
bedding the high-level concurrent language in Scala provided an elegant means
of going from speciﬁcation to (classical) implementation and at the same time
made available the rich facilities of the Java environment.
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Implementing a high-level concurrent language as a library abstraction poses
some challenges for the syntactic and type system abilities of the host language.
In this paper we show how a convenient syntax and type discipline for the high-
level language can be achieved with the help of Scala’s constructs for abstraction
and composition. Particularly important in this respect are Scala’s generic type
system, its ability to have arbitrary operators as methods, the dynamic, receiver-
based interpretation of such operators, and its light-weight syntax for nestable
anonymous functions (i.e., closures).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a short intro-
duction to the π-calculus. Section 3 allows the reader to appreciate the close
link between PiLib and the π-calculus by comparing how a small example can
be expressed in both formalisms. In Section 4 we present the elements of the
PiLib language in detail. Section 5 shows how these elements are mapped to
Scala constructs. Section 6 recapitulates the languages features necessary for
the embedding. Section 7 gives a brief description of PiLib’s implementation,
and Section 8 concludes.
2 The π-Calculus in Short
The π-calculus is a model of concurrent computation in which processes can
connect dynamically by exchanging the names of the channels they use to com-
municate. A calculus can be seen as a programming language that is limited to
essential concepts in order to permit formal reasoning. So, as for programming
languages, the precise deﬁnition of the π-calculus includes a description of the
syntax of the terms that compose the language as well as a deﬁnition of their
meaning.
2.1 Syntax
There are various versions of the π-calculus. The variant we chose for PiLib
has very few constructs and is similar to Milner’s deﬁnition in [6]. The only
diﬀerences in our deﬁnition are the absence of an unobservable action τ and the
use of recursive agent deﬁnitions instead of the replication operator !.
Here is the inductive deﬁnition of π-calculus processes.
Processes
P,Q ::=
∑n
i=0 Gi Sum (n ≥ 0)
νx.P Restriction
P | Q Parallel
A(y1, . . . , yn) Identiﬁer (n ≥ 0)
Guarded processes
G ::= x(y).P Input
x〈y〉.P Output
Deﬁnitions
A(x1, . . . , xn)
def= P (xi’s distinct, fn(P ) ⊂ x)
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A process in the π-calculus is either a choice
∑
Gi of several guarded pro-
cesses Gi, or a parallel composition P | Q of two processes P and Q, or a
restriction νx.P of a private fresh name x in some process P , or a process iden-
tiﬁer A(y1, . . . , yn) which refers to a (potentially recursive) process deﬁnition.
In a sum, processes are guarded by an input action x(y) or an output action
x〈y〉, which receives (respectively sends) a channel y via the channel x before
the execution of the two communicating processes continues. In the process def-
inition, fn(P ) is the set of free names of the process P , i.e. the names that are
not bound through the parameter of an input guarded process or through the
restriction operator.
2.2 Structural Equivalence
A ﬁrst way of assigning a meaning to processes is to deﬁne an equivalence relation
between them. For instance identifying processes that diﬀer only by the order
of parallel sub-processes is a way of giving a meaning to the | operator. The
equivalence that we deﬁne in this section is structural in the sense that it is based
only on the syntax of processes. This is in contrast to behavioral equivalences
which try to identify programs that have similar behaviors.
The structural equivalence is deﬁned as the smallest congruence that contains
a set of equalities. The more interesting equalities are the scope extrusion rules
(Extr-Par, Extr-Sum) that allow to pull a restriction to the top-level of a
process, and the rule (Unfold) which replaces the occurrence of an agent name
with the body of its deﬁnition:
Extr-par
P | νx.Q ≡ νx.(P | Q) x /∈ fn(P )
Extr-sum
P + νx.Q ≡ νx.(P + Q) x /∈ fn(P )
Unfold
A(x˜) def= P
A(y˜) ≡ P [y˜/x˜]
In the third equality, x˜ represents a sequence x1, . . . , xn of names and P [y˜/x˜]
denotes the substitution of yi for every occurrence of xi in P .
Beside these three equalities, there are also rules that identify processes that
diﬀer only in the names of bound variables, that declare + and | to be associative
and commutative, and that allow permuting restriction binders νx.
2.3 Operational Semantics
The standard semantics of the π-calculus is given by a labeled reduction re-
lation. Labels associated to reduction steps are needed to deﬁne bisimulation,
an equivalence relation that identiﬁes processes that can simulate each other
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mutually. But to understand the computational content of a π-calculus term a
reduction relation without labels is simpler. We therefore deﬁne → to be the
smallest relation that satisﬁes the following inference rules:
Par
P → P ′
P | Q → P ′ | Q
Nu
P → Q
νx.P → νx.Q
Struct
P ≡ P ′ P ′ → Q′ Q′ ≡ Q
P → Q
Com
a(x).P + P ′ | a〈y〉.Q + Q′ → P [y/x] | Q
The rule Par tells that a process can evolve independently of other processes
in parallel. The rule Nu is a contextual rule that makes it possible to reduce
under a restriction. The rule Struct is the one that allows to identify equivalent
processes when considering reduction. Finally, rule Com is the key to understand
the synchronization mechanism of the calculus: two parallel processes that can
perform complementary actions, i.e. send and receive the name of some channel
along the same channel, can communicate. They proceed next with the guarded
processes associated to the involved send and receive action. Note that the name
x potentially free in the continuation P of the input guarded process a(x).P is
bound to the transmitted name y thanks to the substitution [y/x] applied to
P . The alternatives in each communicating sum that do not play a role in the
communication, namely P ′ and Q′, are discarded, for this reason a sum is also
called a choice.
3 Example: The Two-Place Buﬀer
3.1 Speciﬁcation in the π-Calculus
The speciﬁcation of a two-place buﬀer in the π-calculus consists of a set of
mutually recursive process deﬁnitions:
Buﬀer(put, get) = B0(put, get)
B0(put, get) = put(x).B1(put, get, x)
B1(put, get, x) = get〈x〉.B0(put, get) + put(y).B2(put, get, x, y)
B2(put, get, x, y) = get〈x〉.B1(put, get, y)
The deﬁnitions B0, B1 and B2 represent respectively the state of the buﬀer
when it contains zero, one or two elements, the buﬀer is initially empty. All the
deﬁnitions are parameterized by the names of the channels used to put (put) or
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get (get) an element. Additionally deﬁnitions B1 and B2 are parameterized by
the names of the elements stored in the buﬀer.
The logic of these deﬁnitions is then very intuitive: if the buﬀer is empty
(state B0) it can only accept the input of an item on channel put and move to
state B1. If it contains exactly one item (state B1), it can either output this item
and go back to state B0 or accept a new item and move to state B2. Finally
when the buﬀer contains two items it can only output the ﬁrst stored item and
go to state B1.
put(x).B1(put, get, x) and get〈x〉.B0(put, get) are two instances of guarded
processes. The ﬁrst one is an input guarded process which binds an input item
on channel put to the name x in the continuation process B1(put, get, x). The
second one is an output guarded process which outputs the item x on channel
get before continuing with process B0(put, get).
3.2 Implementation with PILIB
Because PiLib is modeled after π-calculus concurrency primitives, it is possible
to reproduce the speciﬁcation above almost as it is:
def Buﬀer[a](put: Chan[a], get: Chan[a]): unit = {
def B0: unit = choice ( put ∗ { x ⇒ B1(x) } );
def B1(x: a): unit = choice ( get(x) ∗ B0, put ∗ { y ⇒ B2(x, y) } );
def B2(x: a, y: a): unit = choice ( get(x) ∗ B1(y) );
B0
}
Process deﬁnitions are replaced by function deﬁnitions (introduced by def
in Scala) with result type unit. This type contains just one value and cor-
responds to void in C or Java. The buﬀer is parameterized by the type a of
the stored items. Chan[a] is the type of channels carrying objects of type a.
A π-calculus input guarded process like put(x).B1(put, get, x) is now written
put ∗ { x ⇒ B1(x)}, and an output guarded process like get〈x〉.B0(put, get) is
now written get(x) ∗ B0 (the character ∗ replaces the dot symbol). A π-calculus
summation + between several alternatives is now a sequence of guarded pro-
cesses separated by a comma and enclosed in choice ( ... ).
Compared to the speciﬁcation in the π-calculus, the implementation using
PiLib has several advantages. First the channels have a type and the typechecker
phase of the compiler ensures that only objects of the right type are passed to
channels. Second, since processes in the π-calculus are modeled as functions, it is
possible to hide the internal states B0, B1 and B2 by nesting the corresponding
functions inside the function Buﬀer. The parameters put and get are visible from
these local functions and do not need to be passed as extra parameters.
3.3 Using the Buﬀer
Here is an example of using the buﬀer in the π-calculus, where Producer is
a process that repeatedly creates a new channel and put it in the buﬀer, and
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Consumer is a process that tirelessly gets an item from the buﬀer and discards
it.
Producer(put, get) = ν x. put〈x〉.P roducer(put, get)
Consumer(put, get) = get(x).Consumer(put, get)
ν put, get. Producer(put, get) | Buﬀer(put, get) | Consumer(put, get)
The three processes are put in parallel using the operator | and are linked to-
gether through the sharing of the fresh channels put and get introduced by the
restriction operator ν.
In the example above the values added to the buﬀer by the producer and ex-
tracted from it by the consumer are π-calculus channels because there is nothing
else to transmit in the π-calculus. So both channels and the values they carry
are taken from the same domain. A typical way of typing such recursive channels
in PiLib consists in using a recursive type deﬁnition:
class Channel extends Chan[Channel];
Such a deﬁnition can be read: “A π-calculus channel is a channel that can carry
other π-calculus channels”.
Using this type deﬁnition, the π-calculus code above has now an exact coun-
terpart in PiLib:
def Producer(put: Channel, get: Channel): unit = {
val x = new Channel;
choice ( put(x) ∗ Producer(put, get) )
}
def Consumer(put: Channel, get: Channel): unit =
choice ( get ∗ { x ⇒ Consumer(put, get) } );
val put = new Channel, get = new Channel;
spawn < Producer(put, get) | Buﬀer(put, get) | Consumer(put, get) >
New features of PiLib appear only in the way of creating new channels and
executing several processes in parallel using spawn.
As we have seen, the implementation using PiLib is very close to the spec-
iﬁcation in π-calculus. It seems as if Scala has special syntax for π-calculus
primitives, however PiLib is nothing more than a library implemented using
low-level concurrency constructs of Scala inherited from Java. In the rest of
the paper we will try to demystify the magic.
Of course we can also write a two-place buﬀer using monitors as in Java
and the implementation would certainly be more eﬃcient. But then relating the
implementation to the speciﬁcation would be non-trivial. With PiLib we can
closely relate the speciﬁcation language and the implementation language, and
thereby gain immediate conﬁdence in our program.
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4 Description of the PILIB Grammar
In this section we brieﬂy describe the primitive concurrency interface of Scala,
directly inherited from Java, and then introduce the PiLib interface.
4.1 Original Concurrency Interface
The original concurrency interface of Scala consists mainly of a class Monitor
and a function fork with the following signatures.
class Monitor {
def synchronized[a](def p: a): a;
def wait(): unit;
def wait(timeout: long): unit;
def notify(): unit;
def notifyAll(): unit;
}
def fork(def p: unit): unit;
The method synchronized in class Monitor executes its argument computa-
tion p in mutual exclusive mode – at any one time, only one thread can execute
a synchronized argument of a given monitor.
A thread can suspend inside a monitor by calling the monitor’s wait method.
At this point, the thread is suspended until a notify method of the same monitor
is called by some other thread. If no thread is waiting on this monitor, a call to
notify is ignored
The fork method creates a new thread for the execution of its argument and
returns immediately.
4.2 PILIB Interface
Now we present the grammar of PiLib. How this grammar is actually imple-
mented as a library in Scala is the topic of the next section. Here we just
present the syntax of PiLib constructs and give an informal description of their
associated semantics.
Channel creation. At the basis of the PiLib interface is the concept of channel
(also called “name” in the π-calculus). A channel represents a communication
medium. To get an object that represents a fresh channel that can carry objects
of type A, one simply writes new Chan[A].
Guarded processes. Assuming an expression a that evaluates to a channel
carrying objects of type A, the term a ∗ { x ⇒ c} is an input guarded process
with continuation c. References to x in c are bound to the value of the transmitted
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object. The type of a guarded process whose continuation has result type B is
GP[B]. Note that instead of { x ⇒ c } we could have used any expression of
type A ⇒ B (the type of functions from A to B).
Similarly, an output guarded process is written a(v) ∗ c where v is the value
to be sent and c is any continuation expression. The type of the guarded process
is again GP[B], where B is the type of the continuation expression c.
As in the π-calculus on which it is based, communications in PiLib are
synchronous: when a thread tries to output (resp. input) a value on a given
channel it blocks as long as there is no other thread that tries to perform an
input (resp. output) on the same channel. When two threads are ﬁnally able to
communicate, through input and output guarded processes on the same channel,
the thread that performs the input proceeds with the continuation of the input
guarded process applied to the transmitted value, and the thread that performs
the output proceeds with the continuation of the output guarded process.
Summation. The next speciﬁc ingredient of PiLib is the function choice which
takes an arbitrary number of guarded processes as arguments and tries to estab-
lish communication with another thread using one of these guarded processes.
The choice function blocks until communication takes place, as explained above.
Once the communication takes place, the guarded processes among the argu-
ments to the function choice that do not take part in the communication are
discarded.
Forking multiple threads. The construction spawn is used to fork several
threads at the same time. For instance to execute concurrently some expressions
p, q, r, each of type unit, one writes
spawn < p | q | r >
The ﬁgure 1 summarizes the concurrency primitives provided by PiLib with
their typing rules. All of these typing rules are admissible in the host type system.
Nu
new Chan[A] : Chan[A]
Input
a : Chan[A] {x ⇒ c} : A ⇒ B
a ∗ {x ⇒ c} : GP[B]
Output
a : Chan[A] v : A c : B
a(v) ∗ c : GP[B]
Choice
gi : GP[B] i ∈ {1, . . . , n} n ≥ 0
choice (g1, . . . , gn) : B
Spawn
pi : unit i ∈ {1, . . . , n} n ≥ 1
spawn < p1 | . . . | pn >: unit
Fig. 1. PiLib constructs
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4.3 Derived Constructs
The class Chan[A] also contains methods to perform synchronous read and syn-
chronous write. These constructs can be derived from the more primitive con-
structs presented so far.
If a is an expression of type Chan[A], an example of a synchronous read is:
val x = a.read;
It is equivalent to (and implemented as)
var x: A = null;
choice (a ∗ { y ⇒ x = y });
Similarly, a synchronous write a.write(v) is equivalent to choice (a(v) ∗ {}).
Each of the derived constructs corresponds to a sum containing just one alter-
native, what is expressed in PiLib by a call to the function choice with only one
argument.
5 Desugarization
In this section we explain how it is possible to implement PiLib as an hosted
language, i.e. as a Scala library. We consider each PiLib construct in turn and
see how it is interpreted by the language.
Channel Creation
In PiLib, a fresh channel carrying objects of type A is created using the syntax
new Chan[A]. Indeed, this is the normal Scala syntax for creating instances of
the parameterized class Chan.
Input Guarded Process Expression
Scala allows a one-argument method to be used as an inﬁx operator, i.e. the
Scala parser will replace any expression e f g by e.f(g). Furthermore, ∗ is a
valid identiﬁer. So an input guarded process
a ∗ { x ⇒ c }
is recognized by the parser as
a.∗({ x ⇒ c }) .
In the code above, a is an expression of type Chan[A], and { x ⇒ c } is an
anonymous function of type A ⇒ B. It works because the class Chan[T ] contains
a polymorphic method named ∗ with the following signature:
def ∗[U ](f: T ⇒ U): GP[U ];
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The anonymous function is itself desugarized as the creation of an anonymous
object of type Function1[A, B] (if A is the type inferred for the parameter x and
B the type inferred for the body c) with a method apply whose unique parameter
is x and whose body is c. That is, {x ⇒ c} is translated to
new Function1[A,B] {
def apply(x: A): B = c;
}
Output Guarded Process Expression
In Scala an expression a(v) where a has type Function1[T ,U ] is replaced by
a.apply(v). So an expression describing an output guarded process a(v) ∗ c is
recognized as a.apply(v).∗(c). It implies that the class Chan[A] implements the
interface Function1[A,Product[A]] where A is the type of the transmitted value
and Product[A] is an helper class that contains the method ∗, which is necessary
for simulating the dot symbol of the natural syntax.
Guarded Process
The type of an input or output guarded process expression is GP[A] where A is
the result type of the continuation.
The class GP[A] encapsulates the elements that compose a guarded process:
the name of the channel and the continuation function for an input guarded
process, and the name of the channel, the transmitted value and the continuation
function for an output guarded process.
Summation
A summation is written choice (g1, ..., gn) in PiLib. It is just a call to the
polymorphic function choice with signature:
def choice[A](gs: GP[A]∗): A:
As speciﬁed by the star symbol at the end of the argument type, the argument
can be a sequence of guarded processes of arbitrary length.
Forking of Multiple Threads
The syntax to fork several threads is spawn < p | q | r >. As we have seen pre-
viously, this expression is recognized as spawn.<(p).|(q).|(r).>. Here is the im-
plementation of this construct:
abstract class Spawn {
def <(def p: unit): Spawn;
def |(def p: unit): Spawn;
def > : unit;
}
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object spawn extends Spawn {
def <(def p: unit): Spawn = { fork(p); this }
def |(def p: unit): Spawn = { fork(p); this }
def > : unit = ()
}
In the code above, fork is the low-level function to fork a sub-process.
The def modiﬁer applied to parameters in the methods of the abstract class
Spawn speciﬁes that the argument must be passed without being evaluated. It
will be evaluated each time it is used in the body of the function. This strategy of
evaluation is called call-by-name. Without this indication, the diﬀerent threads
would be executed sequentially in the order of evaluation of the arguments of
the method.
6 Scala Constructs Used for the Embedding
In this section we summarize the features that proved to be useful for hosting
PiLib in Scala.
Polymorphism
Type genericity allowed us to parameterize a channel by the type of the objects
it can carry. The Scala type system makes sure that a channel is always used
with an object of the right type.
In Scala, methods can also be polymorphic. As π-calculus agents are repre-
sented by methods in PiLib, such agents can be polymorphic, like the two-place
buﬀer in the example of Section 3.
Type parameters may have bounds in Scala, and these bounds can be re-
cursive. This feature known under the name of F-bounded polymorphism can be
used to express recursive channels. For instance to deﬁne a kind of channel that
can carry pairs of integers and channels of the same kind, we would write
class C extends Chan[Pair[int, C]]
Higher-Order Functions and Anonymous Functions
We already saw that an input guarded process is expressed as a call of the
method ∗ with a continuation function as argument. This is an example of a
higher-order function. Furthermore it is natural to express the continuation as
an anonymous function because most of the time it is not recursive and does not
need to be referred elsewhere in the program.
The type inference performed by the compiler allows some type annotations
to be omitted, like the type of the formal parameter in the continuation of an
input guarded process.
Syntactic Sugar
It is convenient to write x(v) ∗ c instead of x.apply(v).∗(c). This is permitted
by the Scala parser which perform simple but powerful transformations.
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The fact that all functions are members of a class (i.e. methods) allows us
to overload already existing operators such as ∗ easily without introducing am-
biguity.
Call-by-Name
The parameter modiﬁer def makes it possible in Scala to explicitly specify that
some parameters must be called by name. This feature of the language is used on
two occasions in PiLib. In an output guarded process x(v) ∗ c, the continuation
c must not be evaluated at the creation of the guarded process but only after
communication takes place with another matching guarded process, this is a
perfect candidate to be passed by name. Also in the construct spawn < p | q >,
the call-by-name strategy for the parameters of the construct spawn allows to
avoid a sequential evaluation of the arguments p and q.
The alternative way to delay the evaluation of an expression e consists in
manipulating the closure () => e but it is more cumbersome for the programmer.
Sequence Type
Another feature of Scala, which is used in the deﬁnition of the choice function,
is the possibility to pass an arbitrary number of arguments to a method.
7 Overview of the Implementation
To explain the implementation we ﬁrst describe the data structures that are
used and then present the means by which processes interact.
Representation of guarded processes. Two guarded processes are said com-
plementary if one is an input and the other is an output on the same channel. For
the sake of simplicity, the implementation uniﬁes the concepts of input and out-
put guarded processes: at the time where communication takes place between
two complementary guarded processes, each of them provides a value to the
other (the input guarded process provides the dummy value ()) and applies its
continuation to the value it receives. The data structure for a guarded process
then consists of four components: a channel, a kind (input or output), the value
it provides, and the continuation function to apply to the received value.
Representation of sums. A sum consists of an ordered list of guarded pro-
cesses, together with the continuation to execute after communication takes
place. At the creation of a sum, it is not known which of its guarded processes
will react and what value this guarded process will receive, so the continuation
of the sum is initially undeﬁned. Two sums are said complementary if they con-
tain complementary guarded processes. The implementation keeps a global list
of pending sums, i.e. sums that are waiting to communicate. We call it the pend-
ing list. An invariant of this list is that the sums it contains are pairwise not
complementary.
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Choice resolution. Now we will explain what happens when a thread calls the
function choice. The argument of the function choice is a sequence of guarded
processes. This sequence is ﬁrst turned into a sum with an undeﬁned continu-
ation. From now this sum is designated as the arriving sum. The pending list
is scanned to ﬁnd a complementary sum. If there is none, the arriving sum is
appended to the end of the pending list, the choice function waits until the sum
continuation gets a value and then execute this continuation. If there is a com-
plementary sum, it is extracted from the pending list, both communicating sums
get the value for their continuation and their respective threads are woken up.
The implementation consists of about 150 lines of Scala code with a large
part dedicated to the syntactic sugar. The complete source code is available on
the web [24].
8 Conclusion
We have presented PiLib, a language for concurrent programming in the style
of the π-calculus. The language is hosted as a library in Scala. The hosting
provides “for free” a highly higher-order π-calculus, because all parts of a PiLib
construct are values that can be passed to methods and transmitted over chan-
nels. This is the case for channels themselves, output preﬁxes, continuations of
input and output guarded processes, and guarded processes.
A PiLib program corresponds closely to a π-calculus speciﬁcation. Of course,
any run of that program will only perform one of the possible traces of the
speciﬁcation. Moreover, this trace is not necessarily fair, because of PiLib’s
method of choosing a matching sum in the pending list. A fair implementation
remains a topic for future work.
There is a result of Palamidessi [25, 26] showing that it is not possible to
implement the mixed choice π-calculus (when a sum can contain at the same
time input and output guarded processes) into an asynchronous language in a
distributed (deterministic) way. Our current implementation is centralized and
in this case the mixed choice is not problematic. A possible continuation of this
work is to implement a distributed version of PiLib, which would force us to
abandon the mixed choice.
Our experience with PiLib in class has been positive. Because of the close
connections to the π-calculus, students quickly became familiar with the syntax
and programming methodology. The high-level process abstractions were a big
help in developing correct solutions to concurrency problems. Generally, it was
far easier for the students to develop a correct system using PiLib than using
Java’s native thread and monitor-based concurrency constructs.
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